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Notes Independent Dependent Variables
Requirements engineering (RE) has the overall goal of establishing the vision of the
system in its relevant context. For this goal, all stakeholders must disclose, discuss,
and align their mental models of the system by explicitly communicating their goals,
ideas, needs, and expectations. This procedure serves to develop and negotiate a
shared understanding and is called requirements communication. In this thesis, I
analyze the application of videos as a documentation option in RE to support effective
requirements communication for shared understanding. Videos used for this purpose
are called vision videos. Based on a technology transfer process, I develop a candidate
solution consisting of the two concepts video as a by-product and awareness and
guidance. The first concept supports the revision of RE practices by integrating video
production and use to obtain videos as a by-product with low effort and sufficient
quality. The second concept helps software professionals with video production and
use by creating awareness regarding video quality and providing guidance on how to
proceed. Each concept is first validated in academia before the entire candidate
solution is validated in a case study in the industry. The findings from academia and
industry indicate that the candidate solution helps software professionals to gain the
required awareness, knowledge, and ability to produce and use vision videos at
moderate costs and with sufficient quality. These videos are suitable for the intended
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purpose of supporting requirements communication for shared understanding.
The one-stop resource reinforcing concepts for the computerized CPA Exam in an easyto-read-and-carry spinal bound format Wiley CPA Exam Review Focus Notes: Business
Environment and Concepts, 2013 reinforces key concepts for the computerized CPA
Exam in an easy-to-read-and-carry spinal bound format. It provides a review of all the
basic skills and concepts tested on the CPA exam, teaching important strategies to take
the exam faster and more accurately. Covers knowledge of the general business
environment and business concepts Includes tips on identifying and interpreting annual
reports, stock reports, and other published material to help with the research
requirements of the new case study simulations Offers a handy, easy-to-carry, spiral
bound reference manual Provides a simplified and focused approach to solve exam
questions and reinforce material being studied Includes acronyms and mnemonics to
help candidates learn and remember a variety of rules and checklists Wiley CPA Exam
Review Focus Notes: Business Environment and Concepts, 2013 is designed to
provide pertinent knowledge in formats that are easy to understand and remember.
Written in a lecture format with solved problems at the end of each chapter, this book
surveys quantitative modeling and decision analysis techniques. It serves to familiarize
the reader with quantitative techniques utilized in planning and optimizing complex
systems, as well as students experiencing the subject for the first time. It can be used
by students of business and public administration without a background in calculus as
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well as engineers with significant scientific training. It allows the reader to comprehend
the material through examples and problems and also demonstrates the value and
shortcomings of many methods. Quantitative Analysis: An introduction developed out of
the author's experience teaching the material to students at the University of California
Los Angeles, California State University, Northridge, and the University of Southern
California, Los Angeles.
The author successfully passed the CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst), CPA (Certified
Public Accountant), and FRM (Financial Risk Manager) exams "WITHOUT ANY
RETAKES". Based on a true experience, the author also wrote how to pass the CFA
exams after studying for two weeks.
Ten Cheap Lessons: Easy, Engaging Ideas for Every Secondary ClassroomLulu.com
Comprising of best of five multiple choice questions, detailed answers and separate
revision notes, Revision Notes for the Respiratory Medicine Specialty Certificate
Examination is the only book you need to prepare for this important examination.
Even before the publication of Special Technical Publication 433 of the American Society for
Testing and Materials, it became obvious that the brief treatment given to the principles and
techniques for sensory measurement and analysis of texture in that volume was all too brief;
hence, a task force of ASTM Committee E-18 was formed to develop an authoritative and
comprehensive volume on this most complex and important subject to provide within one cover
for the student, researcher, and the food manufacturer, a definition and an understanding of
the subject offood texture, as well as sensory and objective methods for its measurement. This
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most difficult task appeared to be possible only after the task force had obtained the assistance
of special ists in the many disciplines involved, and after deciding to limit the dissertation to the
measurement of texture of foods only. The task was further clarified when Dr. Finney proposed
an outline of six chapters, beginning with one on definition. The second chapter was to be on
principles of sensory evaluations, the third on sensory measurements, the fourth on principles
of objective evaluation, the fifth on objective measurements, and the final concluding chapter
on subjective-objective analogues. The first drafts of these six chapters constituted a
symposium on texture presented before a joint session at the 1971 Annual Meeting of the
Institute of Food Technology and the American Society for Testing and Materials.
Ten Cheap Lessons is not your ordinary teacher resource book. If you're tired of compilations
of meaningless worksheets and boring busy work passing themselves off as "exciting handson activities," you're not alone. This book is designed for real-life classrooms, where teachers
have no time, no budget, and eager students just waiting for something to engage them. This
book contains ten complete ideas that can be easily adapted for any topic in any secondary
subject area. It's meant to be easy as possible for any teacher to start using immediately.
AP Biology - Quick Review Study Notes & Facts Learn and review on the go! Use Quick
Review AP Biology Notes to help you learn or brush up on the subject quickly. You can use the
review notes as a reference, to understand the subject better and improve your grades. Easy
to remember facts to help you perform better.
Candidates for the MRCPsych Part 2 often have difficulty with the basic sciences curriculum of
the examination because it may have been several years since it was part of their studies. This
book provides the information that will refresh and update their knowledge. It begins with ethics
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and the law and concludes with social sciences. In between ......
This book focuses on the properties of nonlinear systems of PDE with geometrical origin and
the natural description in the language of infinite-dimensional differential geometry. The
treatment is very informal and the theory is illustrated by various examples from mathematical
physics. All necessary information about the infinite-dimensional geometry is given in the text.
Contents:Introduction: Internal Geometry of PDE:Differential ManifoldsLie-Backlund
MappingsLie-Backlund Fields and Infinitesimal SymmetriesCartan Forms, Currents and
Conservation LawsC-Spectral Sequence. Further Properties of Conservation LawsTrivial
Equations. The Formal Variational CalculusEvolution EquationsExternal Geometry of
PDE:Differential SubmanifoldsNormal Projection. External Fields and FormsTrivial Ambient
Differential ManifoldsThe Characteristic MappingThe Green's FormulaLow-Dimensional
Conservation LawsBacklund CorrespondenceFurther Studies:Lagrangian
FormalismHamiltonian EquationsExample: The Nambu's StringAppendix Readership:
Graduate students and researchers in mathematical physics. keywords:Differential
Manifolds;Lie-BÃ¤cklund Mappings;Cartan Forms;Currents;Conservation Laws;Lagrangian
Formation;Hamiltonian Equations
These notes are intended to help undergraduates who need to understand something of
behavior both for its intrinsic interest and for their future careers in medicine, biology,
psychology, anthropology, veterinary medicine, and nursing. In Emory University's Biology
Department, a single-semester course called Evolutionary Perspectives on Behavior is given to
undergraduates. It amounts to four, not eight months of study, so a great deal of compression
is essential. There are several excellent textbooks available that deal with behavioral science
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from different perspectives, but we have found them too compendious for use in a short course
when students are so heavily burdened; it is unsatisfactory to direct them to a chapter here and
there in several different books or to this or that review article and original paper. In this
volume, we have tried effectively and inexpensively to put in one place what we know is
needed. The topics we have selected deal with their subjects in a simple, straightforward way
without being too superficial. We could not cover everything and the gaps are not entirely
idiosyncratic but reflect what students are given very well in other courses. Thus, there is no
mention of the physiology of the axon and synapse; learning, memory, cognition, and basic
genetics are hardly touched upon because students know about these matters from elsewhere.
Reinforce, review, recap—anywhere you like. Study for the three parts of the CIA Exam no
matter where you are with each of the three Focus Notes volumes. Wiley CIAexcel Exam
Review 2019 Focus Notes reviews important strategies, basic skills, and concepts—so you can
pass the CIA Exam your first time out. Its portable, spiral-bound, flashcard format helps you
study on the go with hundreds of outlines, summarized concepts, and techniques designed to
hone your CIA Exam knowledge.
The Wiley CIA Exam Review 2020 Focus Notes, Part 2: Practice of Internal Auditing review
important strategies, basic skills, and concepts. The portable, spiral-bound, flashcard format
helps you study on the go with hundreds of outlines, summarized concepts, and techniques
designed to hone your CIA Exam knowledge. Small, light and easy to flip through, the Wiley
CIA Exam Review Focus Notes are great for maximizing study time on the go. Thoroughly
review all the skills and concepts you need for part 2 of the CIA Exam with this highly effective
set of study aids. • Simplified and focused approach to solve exam questions and reinforce
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material • Acronyms and mnemonics to help you remember a variety of rules and checklists •
Research activities, financial calculations and spreadsheet functions • References to
authoritative literature, and key concepts, tips and tools • Strategies for taking the exam faster
and more accurately Written by a CIA Exam Expert S. Rao Vallabhaneni, CIA, CISA, CBA,
CFSA, CRP, has authored more than 60 study aids to help prepare for professional
certification examinations. He earned four master’s degrees in management, accounting,
industrial engineering, and chemical engineering, and holds 24 professional certifications in
various business disciplines.
Professors have recognized this difficulty and begun providing their own, more completed,
elaborated, and well organized notes to students in an effort to compensate for their
incomplete notes. This dissertation examined whether repeated recall is superior to repeated
review for the retention of information when students study their own notes vs. the instructor’s
notes. A sample of 117 undergraduate students watched a recorded lecture while half of them
took notes, and the other half received the instructor’s notes. Students then studied the notes
through repeated review or repeated recall before taking either an immediate or final test on
the materials. The independent variables included note-taking (own notes vs. instructor’s
notes), review (repeated rereading/reviewing vs. repeated recall/testing), and time of test
(immediate vs. delayed). The dependent variables included total test score, performance on
memory items, and performance on inference items. Results of this study did not find a testing
effect.
"The book offers insight into the diversity of composers' economic aspirations, the strategies
through which they pursued such success, the burgeoning music publishing industry, and the
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emergence of copyright protection. This account is directed toward individuals intrigued by the
world of classical composers as well as those interested in economic history of the role of
money in art."--Jacket.
?This volume was produced in conjunction with the Thematic Program in o-Minimal Structures
and Real Analytic Geometry, held from January to June of 2009 at the Fields Institute. Five of
the six contributions consist of notes from graduate courses associated with the program:
Felipe Cano on a new proof of resolution of singularities for planar analytic vector fields; Chris
Miller on o-minimality and Hardy fields; Jean-Philippe Rolin on the construction of o-minimal
structures from quasianalytic classes; Fernando Sanz on non-oscillatory trajectories of vector
fields; and Patrick Speissegger on pfaffian sets. The sixth contribution, by Antongiulio
Fornasiero and Tamara Servi, is an adaptation to the nonstandard setting of A.J. Wilkie's
construction of o-minimal structures from infinitely differentiable functions. Most of this material
is either unavailable elsewhere or spread across many different sources such as research
papers, conference proceedings and PhD theses. This book will be a useful tool for graduate
students or researchers from related fields who want to learn about expansions of o-minimal
structures by solutions, or images thereof, of definable systems of differential equations. ?
Any candidate for the MRCPsych or equivalent postgraduate examinations will feel challenged
by the daunting breadth of the syllabus as well as by the level of detail required. Revision
Notes in Psychiatry responds to that challenge by comprehensively presenting key up-to-date
information across the whole spectrum of psychiatry and its scientific basis, within a clear
structure. Since the highly successful publication of the first edition of Revision Notes in
Psychiatry, there have been many new discoveries within most fields of psychiatry, and the
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subsequent updating of the MRCPsych is reflected in the second edition.

The book is designed for post graduation, M. Phil. and Ph. D courses of various
subjects of sciences and social sciences. The book follows the scope and sequence of
most of the topics related to research methods. The book is an attempt to write it in a
nontechnical language. The book is very useful for the researchers who try to
understand the research methods through self learning. The chapters of the book are
written with the approach of self learning. The book will be helpful in understanding the
basic concept of research methods. The book condenses the vast amount of detail
characteristics of the subject matter and summarize the essentials of the field. It provide
quick access of the important facts, concepts and principles in the field. Contents:
Research: An Introduction, Research Process, Research Design, Research Problem,
Variable and their Types, Formulation of Hypothesis, Sampling, Tools of Data
Collection, Data Analysis, Interpretation of Data, Research Methods, Survey Method,
Experimental Method, Research Proposal, Research Proposal.
This book pays tribute to 25 Singaporean South Asians who pioneered and excelled in
their respective fields from 1950 to 2015. It is meant to be a 'quick take' on 25
Singaporean South Asian personalities, across a broad spectrum of professions and
activities, who believed in the value and virtue of service to the community and gave the
best of themselves.They had a sense of mission in their professions, dedicated to what
they were doing and fostered a sense of community and nation. Many of them laid
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foundations that triggered the transformation of the island, including sportspeople
whose records have stood the test of time. They were a people of their time whose
work many may not know but which we hope will inspire others. This book is timely, for
those who want to get a snapshot appreciation of the contributions of Singaporean
South Asians.
Empirical verification of knowledge is one of the foundations for developing any
discipline. As far as software construction is concerned, the empirically verified
knowledge is not only sparse but also not very widely disseminated among developers
and researchers. This book aims to spread the idea of the importance of empirical
knowledge in software development from a highly practical viewpoint. It has two goals:
(1) Define the body of empirically validated knowledge in software development so as
to advise practitioners on what methods or techniques have been empirically analysed
and what the results were; (2) as empirical tests have traditionally been carried out by
universities or research centres, propose techniques applicable by industry to check on
the software development technologies they use. Contents: Limitations of Empirical
Testing Technique Knowledge (N Juristo et al.); Replicated Studies: Building a Body of
Knowledge about Software Reading Techniques (F Shull et al.); Combining Data from
Reading Experiments in Software Inspections OCo A Feasibility Study (C Wholin et al.);
External Experiments OCo A Workable Paradigm for Collaboration Between Industry
and Academia (F Houdek); (Quasi-)Experimental Studies in Industrial Settings (O
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Laitenberger & D Rombach); Experimental Validation of New Software Technology (M
V Zelkowitz et al.). Readership: Researchers, academics and professionals in software
engineering."
Some no. include reports compiled from information furnished by State Foresters (and
others).
Revision Notes in Psychiatry, Third Edition continues to provide a clear and
contemporary summary of clinical psychiatry and the scientific fundamentals of the
discipline. It is an essential study aid for all those preparing for postgraduate
examinations in psychiatry and a superb reference for practising psychiatrists.
Structured to follow the entire MRCPsych exam syllabus, the book covers the following
key areas, along with the CACS examination: Paper 1: General and adult psychiatric
disorder History and mental state examination Cognitive assessment Neurology and
psychology for psychiatrists Psychopathology History of psychiatry and psychiatric
ethics Paper 2: Psychopharmacology Neurobiology for psychiatrists Psychiatric
genetics Epidemiology Advanced psychological processes and treatments Paper 3:
Critical appraisal Learning disability Child and adolescent psychiatry Old age psychiatry
Forensic psychiatry Consultation liaison psychiatry Neuropsychiatry Psychosexual
medicine Fully updated with recent references and many additional figures, this third
edition features a wealth of new material (including NICE guidelines) and updates the
DSM-IV-TR criteria to the new DSM-5. Designed to meet the needs of today's
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candidates, Revision Notes in Psychiatry, Third Edition continues to provide a source of
trusted expert information to ensure examination success for all those taking higher
examinations in psychiatry.
"Previously published as Operations Management Facts, Definitions & Explanations:
Operations Terminology (Quick Study Guide) with Basic Terms & Textbook Notes by
Arshad Iqbal." Operations Management Lecture Notes & Revision Guide: Operations
Management Quick Study Guide with Terminology Definitions & Explanations PDF
covers class revision notes from class notes & textbooks. "Operations Management
Lecture Notes" PDF download covers chapters' short notes with concepts, definitions
and explanations for BBA, MBA exams. "Operations Management Revision Notes" PDF
book provides a general course review for subjective exam, job's interview, and test
preparation. Operations Management Quick Study Guide with abbreviations,
terminology, and explanations is a revision guide for students' learning. "Operations
Management Study Guide" PDF download with free sample covers exam course
material terms for distance learning and CSCP, CPIM, SCOR-P, CPSM and CSCMP
certification. Operations Management Definitions with Explanations book covers
subjective course terms for college and high school exam's prep. "Operations
Management Definitions" PDF book with glossary terms assists students in tutorials,
quizzes, viva and to answer a question in an interview for jobs. Operations
Management Lecture Notes and Revision Guide covers terminology with definition and
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explanation for quick learning. The terminology definitions with explanations covered in
this quick study guide includes: Aggregate Planning Notes Design of Goods and
Services Notes Forecasting Notes Human Resources and Job Design Notes
Introduction to Operations Management Notes Inventory Management Notes Just-inTime and Lean Production Systems Notes Layout Strategy Notes Location Strategies
Notes Maintenance and Reliability Notes Managing Quality Notes Material
Requirements Planning (MRP) and ERP Notes Operations Strategy in a Global
Environment Notes Process Strategy Notes Project Management Notes Short-Term
Scheduling Notes Supply-Chain Management Notes Operations Management
Terminology PDF covers key terms from above chapters with one or more definitions
explained for terms: Operations chart, operations function, operations management
(OM), operations management, operations managers, operations resource capabilities,
operations strategy, optimistic time, optimized production technology (OPT), order
fulfilment, order-winners, ordering cost, outline process map, supply chain dynamics,
supply chain management, supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model, supply
chain risk, supply chain, supply network, supply side, support functions, process chain
network (PCN) analysis, process chain, process chart, process charts, process control,
process design, process distance, process focus, process hierarchy, process layout,
process mapping symbols, process mapping, process of operations strategy, process
output, process redesign, process strategy, process technology, process time, process
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type, process variability, and process-oriented layout. And many more terms!
The second edition of Instant Notes in Bioinformatics introduced the readers to the
themes and terminology of bioinformatics. It is divided into three parts: the first being an
introduction to bioinformatics in biology; the second covering the physical,
mathematical, statistical and computational basis of bioinformatics, using biological
examples wherever possible; the third describing applications, giving specific detail and
including data standards. The applications covered are sequence analysis and
annotation, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolite study, supramolecular organization,
systems biology and the integration of-omic data, physiology, image analysis, and text
analysis.
"Previously published as Total Quality Management Facts, Definitions & Explanations:
TQM Terminology (Quick Study Guide) with Basic Terms & Textbook Notes by Arshad
Iqbal." Total Quality Management Lecture Notes & Revision Guide: Total Quality
Management Quick Study Guide with Terminology Definitions & Explanations PDF
covers class revision notes from class notes & textbooks. "Total Quality Management
Lecture Notes" PDF download covers chapters' short notes with concepts, definitions
and explanations for BBA, MBA exams. "Total Quality Management Revision Notes"
PDF book provides a general course review for subjective exam, job's interview, and
test preparation. Total Quality Management Quick Study Guide with abbreviations,
terminology, and explanations is a revision guide for students' learning. "Total Quality
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Management Study Guide" PDF download with free sample covers exam course
material terms for distance learning and TQM certification. Total Quality Management
Definitions with Explanations book covers subjective course terms for college and high
school exam's prep. "Total Quality Management Definitions" PDF book with glossary
terms assists students in tutorials, quizzes, viva and to answer a question in an
interview for jobs. Total Quality Management Lecture Notes and Revision Guide covers
terminology with definition and explanation for quick learning. The terminology
definitions with explanations covered in this quick study guide includes: AcceptanceSampling Techniques Notes Control Charts for Attributes Notes Control Charts for
Variables Notes Designing and Assuring Quality Notes Designing Quality Services
Notes Differing Perspectives on Quality Notes DMAIC Process Notes Engineering
Process Control and SPC Notes Factorial and Fractional Factorial Experiments for
Process Design and Improvement Notes Forever Improving the Quality System Notes
Global Supply Chain Quality and International Quality Standards Notes Implementing
and Validating the Quality System Notes Implementing Quality Notes Inferences about
Process Quality Notes Lot-By-Lot Acceptance Sampling For Attributes Notes Managing
Quality Improvement Teams and Projects Notes Managing Supplier Quality in the
Supply Chain Notes Methods and Philosophy of Statistical Process Control Notes
Modeling Process Quality Notes Process and Measurement System Capability Analysis
Notes Process Optimization with Designed Experiments Notes Quality and Innovation
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in Product and Process Design Notes Quality Improvement in Modern Business
Environment Notes Quality Theory Notes Six Sigma Management and Lean Tools
Notes Statistical Process monitoring and Control Techniques Notes Statistically Based
Quality Improvement for Attributes Notes Statistically Based Quality Improvement for
Variables Notes Strategic Quality Planning Notes Tools of Quality Notes Univariate
Statistical Process Monitoring and Control Techniques Notes Voice of the Customer
Notes Voice of the Market Notes Total Quality Management Terminology PDF covers
key terms from above chapters with one or more definitions explained for terms: Quality
assurance, quality at the source, quality audit, quality control, quality dimensions,
quality engineering, quality function deployment (QFD), quality improvement, quality
loss function, quality management, quality measures, quality planning and engineering
costs, quality planning, three spheres of quality, average outgoing quality limit, average
outgoing quality, supplier relationship management systems, supply chain quality
management, force-field analysis, and forced choice model. And many more terms!
Any library that does not have a copy of Basic Research _ Methods for Librarians ought
to acquire this edition, and many library schools will want to put it on the list of required
readings. It remains the best book on its subject.
There are several subjects in analysis that are frequently used in applied mathematics,
theoretical physics and engineering sciences, such as complex variable, ordinary
differential equations, special functions, asymptotic methods, integral transforms and
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distribution theory. However, for graduate students or upper-level undergraduate
students who are not going to specialize in these areas, there is no need for them to
study these subjects in great depth. Instead, it would probably be more beneficial for
them to have an introduction to these topics so that when the need arises, they know
what approach to take. With this in mind, this set of lecture notes has been written for a
one-semester course. Sufficient details have also been included to make it sufficiently
adaptable for self-study. There are in total six chapters with each covering only a few
topics. Furthermore, the chapters are all self-contained. The prerequisites for the
readers of this book are advanced calculus, a first course in ordinary differential
equations and elementary complex variable.
Tiivistelmä: Tilintarkastuksen laadun vaikutus tarkastusvaliokunnan tehokkuuden ja
taloudellisen tiedon laadun väliseen suhteeseen.
Modern problems and needs are forcing statistical methods and statistical ideas in our
daily life, more than we probably realize. Every decision we take is supported by the
data that we gather and using that data we come to a conclusion. There are so many
things we wish to know which cannot be discovered by single observation. We need to
analyze and study the data to be conclusive about anything. Statistics is used
everywhere, sports, education, politics, news and many more. When you study any
report, it is based on data, which is translated into usable information. With this
information, you make a decision about the verity of the statement, claim or fact.
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Statistical methods help in making decisions or judgement or anticipating the future.
The book “Instant notes on Statistics” will be useful for students across all fields of
Sciences and Social Sciences. Included in the book are the basic concept and ideas of
the statistics and probability along with examples. The book is well adapted to the
student’s use and will majorly suffice the needs of the students. Contents: Introduction,
Frequency Distribution, Numerical Methods for Describing Data, Measures of
Variability, Moments: Parameter of Distributions, Probability Theory, Distributions,
Sampling Theory, Statistical Theory, Statistical Interface: Large and Small Samples,
Mathematical Model Relating Independent and Dependent Variables, General Linear
Model, Inference and Correlation Theory, Experimental Design, Count Data and the ChiSquare Test and Time Series.
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